
Traders Watch 21

The caution trading and investing by market players has resulted to low demand for stocks due to weak
market fundamentals and disappointing corporate results. The Composite index NSEASI shed 302.61
points to close last week at 27,294.21 points, from an opening figure of 27,596.82 points, representing a
1.10% decline on a low volume of trades to continue the bearish transition that commenced a fortnight
ago. This was attributed to investor’s tensions that are on the increased as savings are diminishing on
high cost of living and corporate earnings to drive stocks are becoming weaker since the 2015
confirming the negative of the government policies and unclear concrete actions and economic policies
or stimulus to revival the economy in this face of increasing negative macroeconomic indices.

Market breadth analysis shows a negative sentiment as 41 equities lost value while 21 stocks gained for
the week.

NSEASI on a weekly time frame has broken down the symmetrical triangle with index closing
1.10 percent lower for the period to support the continuation chart pattern on the index. The
momentum and trending ability of the market on weekly time frame is strong while on daily
time frame is weak as ADX is below 20. This is an indication that the market may continue in
the same direction in the new week. The index is slightly below its 20 Day moving averages and
below the symmetrical triangle confirming bear transition. Traders should watch out for first
and second support level at 27,090.25 and 26,842.56 respectively, any move up with 27,596.82
and 27,835.22 respectively.

Looking at technical indicators, the NSEASI closed above the lower band by 23.3%, while MACD
is bearish in the last 3 trading days. RSI is reading 46.45, which is relatively neutral. Money flow
index is looking up, indicating that funds are entering the market. MACD and CCI are signaling
sell position while SO and RSI are still indicating buy.



Total Nigeria Plc

Total Nigeria rose 13.79% over the past week on a positive sentiment on its strong financials to
form a saucer chart pattern in recent time with strong trend and direction as ADX on weekly
and daily time frame is above 20.
Traders should watch the uptrend and ride with it as reversal is imminent at N350. The trend
has broken out the last resistance level of N296.10 of March 7, 2008 to higher highs. Any move
down to the first support level of N295. The stock is trading above its 20 and 50 day moving
average.

Looking at technical indicators, TOTAL closed below the upper band by 1.3%. This, combined
with the steep uptrend, suggests that the upward trend in prices has a good chance of
continuing. However, a short-term pull-back inside the bands is likely. MACD has been bullish
for almost a month at overbought range. RSI is reading 86.17 on overbought region, while other
momentum indicators like RSI, SO and CCI are in their overbought range, signaling sell but
MACD is still indicating buy. MFI is looking up, to indicate that funds are entering the stock,
with buying volume position of 100% and sell position of 0% for the week.



Unilever

Unilever Nigeria's share price rose 8.93% over the past week on a positive sentiment on its
improving financials in a tight business environment to form a saucer chart pattern in recent
time with strong trend momentum and direction as the weekly and daily ADX are above 20 at
36.79 and 63.29 respectively.
Traders should watch the uptrend to break out the first yellow line resistance level of N50 and
second resistance price of N55.20. Any move down to the first support level of N47 and second
support level (S2) at N45 per share. The stock is trading above its 20 and 50 day moving average.
Looking at technical indicators, UNILEVER closed below the upper band by 4.6%. This,
combined with the steep uptrend suggests that the upward trend in prices has a good chance
of continuing. However, a short-term pull-back inside the bands is likely. MACD is bullish for
more than a month at overbought range. RSI is reading 76.71 on overbought region, while
other momentum indicators like SO and CCI are in their overbought range signaling sell while
MACD and RSI are still indicating buy. MFI is looking up, to indicate that funds are entering the
stock with buying volume position of 100% for the week and last Friday.



Lafarge Africa

Lafarge Africa moved 16.25% higher over the past week on a strong bullish sentiment to revere
it long down trend after making lower lows to touch its five years low on a strong support level
of 42.50 on low price attraction.

Traders should watch for a break out of the descending triangle chart pattern to continue a
uptrend to a first resistant level at N54 and second resistant of N58 or reverse down to first
support level at N47 and second support S2 at N45.20 respectively. The stock current trend
and direction are strong on daily ADX of 41.17 which is above 20.

Looking at the technical indicators, Lafarge Africa closed above the lower band by 29.9%. MACD
is bearish and RSI is reading 37.01, which signifies oversold. RSI, SO and CCI indicators are
signaling buy, except MACD. MFI is UP, indicating funds are entering the stock. The weekly buy
volume of the total transactions was 100%, while sell position was 0%.



Caverton Offshore

Caverton Offshore moved 27.91% higher over the past week on a positive sentiment owing to
its low price attraction to traders to reverse the one and half-year down trend which was as a
result of poor financials and the nature of its services. Traders should watch for first resistance
level of N1.21 and second resistance level of N1.26 or reverse down to touch first support level
at N0.86 and the second support level will be at N0.70 per share. The stock is trading above its
50-Day moving average at N1.10 per share. The current trend is strong on daily time frame as
ADX is above 20 at 47.36. But profit taking is imminent.

Looking at the technical indicators, CAVERTON closed above the lower band by 36.8%.
Although prices have reversed up after broken the lower band, the most likely scenario is for
the current trading range that CAVERTON is to continue. MACD is still bearish, RSI is reading
40.91 which is NEUTAL. All the momentum indicators are signaling BUY, except MACD. MFI is
indicating that funds are entering the stock. The Buy to sell volume indicator reveal 100% buy
volume of the company.



ETERNA OIL

Eterna Oil moved 4.75 % lower over the past week on a mixed sentiment to recently form
ascending triangle chart pattern. The Q3 expectation and announcement of the closure date for
its 25 kobo dividend to drive the price if numbers are positive.
Traders should watch for a reversal to the first resistance level of N3.04 and second resistance
price of N3.25, or continuation of down trend to the first support level of N2.62 and second
support level (S2) at N2.40 per share. The stock is trading above its 20 and 50-day moving
average.
Looking at technical indicators, Eterna Oil closed below the upper band by 47.1%. MACD is
bearish as it just cross below it signal line last Friday. RSI is reading 53.33 on a strong region. All
other momentum indicators like SO, CCI and MACD are signaling sell. MFI just turn up, to
indicate that funds are entering the stock with selling volume position of 100% and buy volume
of 0%for the week.


